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considering
adding a touch of colour?

but not sure if it’s right for you?

When choosing a conservatory, colour is 

the one element easily over-looked. White 

often seems the obvious choise, closely 

followed by traditional woodgrain effects.

Advances in conservatory technology 

have however opened up a world of colour 

options, allowing you to perfectly tailor your 

conservatory to your tastes and your home.

You may wish to colour your conservatory 

frame to match existing painted window 

frames or house trim. Heritage homes in 

particular can benefit from the choice for a 

subtle cream to blend the conservatory in 

with existing styling - and that same cream 

used on a modern home can be a subtle 

but distinct statement.

Ultimately, whether your design requires a 

subtle cream or a bright orange, there’s a 

colour option available to meet your needs.

I want to stand out 
from the crowd

You’re not restrained to making a 

statement with your conservatory 

style and shape, adding colour 

creates something truly unique. 

I’m creating a  
modern design

The addition of a black 

conservatory onto a modern 

house can give a dramatic 

look. This is particularly suitable 

for houses with existing black 

windows or white walls.

I don’t want a sea 
of white PVC!

White interiors are not to 

everyone’s taste, which is why 

we can offer interior trims colour 

matched to their exterior - or in 

an entirely different colour! The 

choice is yours.

I’m worried that 
colours will fade

It’s natural to worry about the 

durability of your conservatory, as 

you will be enjoying it for many 

years to come.

This is why our powder-coated 

and foiled systems carry a

10 year 
full warranty*

Giving you peace of mind that 

you are purchasing a quality, 

durable product.

*excludes selected high wear components

I need a fit for my 
heritage home

The use of a subtle cream 

woodgrain on older, period 

properties, can help to maintain 

the properties appearance and 

heritage, while still reflecting 

modern design sensibilities.


